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Imprisoned: Rehabilitate Society 
 Our nation is serving out their own sentence, all the while trying to compensate for the 
wrongs this lands founders chose to commit against its own people.  If you were to ask America 
if it needed rehab, the stubbornness that dwells deepest in its roots would take over and it would 
decline.  The irony is how in America, those who work within the court systems are designed to 
penalize those who fail to follow societal rules—catch the criminal and incarcerate! Yet, there 
are still moments when you flick on the news channel and ask the question: Is this justice?  
Sometimes you have to wonder who the true criminal is in our society, when both parties are 
looking down the same barrel but holding different guns.     
 Etheridge Knight, a successful African American poet, demonstrates the wrongs and 
pressures within America in his piece, “Rehabilitation & Treatment in the Prisons of America”.  
Published during 1973, Knight previously struggled with drug addiction which came about after 
his service in the Korea War.  He was wounded by shrapnel, thus came about his drug addiction 
upon returning as a citizen, leading to the robbery he was convicted of in 1960 that got him 
incarcerated for eight years.  Etheridge Knight begins his rehabilitation piece by introducing a 
convict desiring treatment, as he walks into the administrative building he’s presented with 
multiple options for treatments—counseling, doctors, lawyer, etc.  The convict chooses the 
appropriate door and is presented with two more doors, he chooses.  The convict is again 
presented with two more doors, and then he chooses to only find behind that door is two more 
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doors awaiting his selection.  The last door this adult self-identifying democrat was bestowed, 
are the options of “Black and White” (Knight).  The convict bursts through the door labeled 
black “and fell nine stories to the street” (Knight). 
 Etheridge’s work is a perfect satirical example.  Knight openly mocks the rehabilitation 
programs created by the state within the prison systems during this time.  He uses his words as a 
platform to show the horrid truth to civilians on the outside the shamefulness of these treatment 
facilities.  Based on Knight’s use of repetition to maintain a captivated audience, made this a 
successful piece.  The viewer had no choice but to step in and actively participate as the convict; 
Knight’s poem creates an authentic reality of what it means to walk a mile as someone else.  I 
believe the other flawed concept the author points out is how those seeking treatment partake in 
this never-ending game of choosing one thing after another, showing how this individuals life is, 
at least in this story, as expendable as a pawn in chess.  I think Etheridge is trying to shine light 
at the end of his work on how the black convict falls nine stories to the streets, demonstrating 
this convict is being released back into society without the support they truly deserve.  They rush 
through these mandatory programs and when the black convict tries to reach out for guidance by 
their own volition they are left abandoned.  The individuals head of these programs rationalize 
their behavior by believing once the convicted no longer have this sanction, they will leap into 
the arms of their corrupted past. 
The piece resonates with me for I have had family go in and out of the prison system.  I 
have seen the good that comes from rehabilitation programs, but I have seen the sad endings 
when connections to treatment centers have either a limited time offering or don’t have easy 
access.  Knight opened my eyes, and it was people who thought like him, either immediately 
affect by the rehabilitation programs or others that chose to voice their opinions enabled states 
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like Washington, to get to a point in which they spent more money towards these programs to 
help prevent repeated offenses. 
 I interviewed my father, thirty years employed with Washington State Department of 
Corrections, who has worked first-hand with some of these programs offered to those 
incarcerated.  The main point he highlights is that Washington state has spent lots of time and 
money towards programs such as “substance abuse, family counseling and anger management”.  
They emphasize Thinking for a Change method which helps change behavior and mentality to 
assist the re-entry process into society.  These rehabilitation programs were also discussed in 
Andrew Day’s piece published in Aggression and Violent Behavior.  Day advises that building a 
therapeutic community allows the building of life skills and “use of the peer community to 
facilitate social and psychological change in individuals” (Day 382).  My father also hinted at the 
overcrowding of prisons which is presented in a political cartoon where the judge sentences the 
person to “stand in that corner for the next six months”.  If overcrowding continues, states won’t 
be able to offer these vital programs to help the re-entry into society.  
 For Etheridge Knight’s work, a topic that should be analyzed is what the reader believes 
happened to the convict when he rushed out of the nine-story building—did he fall to his death 
or was he free?  The second topic to be thoroughly investigated is the impact of creative outlets 
within prison programs— does it allow people to maintain more self, or continue to emulate with 
their peers? 
If you think about our society as a giant game of chess, you have the ability to see how 
individuals are so focused in living an individualistic lifestyle rather than the communal, always 
hounding to be King or Queen—to be elite.  The elites of society, as we all know, make up a 
very small amount of our nation, the importance of a functioning community is understanding 
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the relevance of all lives beyond oneself.  So, will you refuse treatment and remain imprisoned or 
will you admit you and society have a problem?  Most doors remain shut, America, but I pled, do 
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